
The DeFi 
alternative to 

Prize insurance



Mission
Provide prize-liquidity to enable any product or 
protocol to leverage the power of risk-free prizes at 
scale, and develop uncorrelated yield earning 
opportunity for the PrizeDAO community

Vision
To become the underlying infrastructure that 
powers the largest prize pools globally 

Values
Secure, scalable, transparent and fair



The problem

Large Prizes maximise participations, increase loyalty,  
add utility and ultimately generate value.

Jackpot Paradox – Large prizes drive player liquidity. Player Liquidity drives 
large prizes. How do you offer large Jackpots with low player liquidity?

Believing that a prize draw is real, fair and transparent can be challenging.

PrizeDAO offers trustless resulting, prize liquidity and distribution to anyone.

Risk takers require volume to justify putting up liquidity.



Does the size of the prize really matter?

Yes it does

In the 2019/20 UK Gambling Commission prevalence 
survey, 44% of the respondents reported playing a 
National Lottery Game at least once in the last 12 
months.

Extrapolated, this equates to 44% of the UK adult 
population.

67% of these cited “Prizes are big” as their primary 
motivator for playing.

24% cited “Playing supports good causes”.

The primary motivator for playing: Jackpots
The secondary motivator: Donating to good causes



The Jackpot Paradox

Question

If large prizes drive play liquidity (which they do), and 
player liquidity drives large prizes (which is does), how 
then do you offer large prizes from scratch?

Answer

Plug into PrizeDAO - Through PrizeDAO anyone can 
hyper-scale their lottery or prize-draw by plugging into 
the DAO and harness the power of  life-changing prizes 
without the need for seeding or existing player liquidity.



The solution

A Decentralized, permissionless protocol providing Prize liquidity, resulting and 
settlement functionality to anyone wishing to offer huge prizes.

The protocol is a source of truth for both on-chain and off-chain real event 
resulting (ball machines, VRF & RNG).

Settlement on prize pools to be powered by smart contracts.

PrizeDAO will allow risk placers the flexibility to build and deploy prize draws & lotteries.

PrizeDAO will enable risk takers to earn uncorrelated returns. 

PRZ Tokenomics incentivize both risk placers & risk takers to hold the native token with fee discounts and 
lockups.



Market size
and opportunity

Crypto
market

Sweepstakes
market

Lottery
market

Estimated

$120 Billion
by 2025

Estimated

$405 Billion
by 2025

Estimated

$433 Billion
by 2026

NFT
Lotto
Gaming
Gambling

Banking
Prize-linked Savings
Tokenomic 
Incentives
Exchanges (not included 
in market-size calculation)

Social casino
Loyalty market

Primary Lotteries
Society (charity) Lotteries
Secondary Lotteries



Example incentive behaviours 

PrizeDAO enables any 
organisation to leverage prize 
liquidity and add life-changing 
prizes to their products at a 
fraction of the cost of funding 
the prize themselves. Here are 
just a few examples.

NFT’s – Add genuine utility to your NFT’s and offer multi-million $ life-changing prizes 
without the need for any existing player liquidity.

Lotteries – Power Jackpots & Prize-infrastructure enabling Governments, Charities, 
Sports Clubs & Prize-linked savings accounts to operate lottery offering multi-million $ 
Jackpots, without the need for existing player liquidity and at a fixed cost.

Exchanges – Enable Exchange-lotteries & prize-pools to increase Jackpots to 
encourage token hold and increase token burn.

Casino, Social Gambling, Sweepstakes, E-commerce & Loyalty Programs 
– Power prize-draws & gaming Jackpots to increase plays.



PrizeDAO simplified flow

Risk placers- Protocols & operators can access life-changing prizes 
for their products thus increasing engagement.

Risk takers - Risk takers stake into prize pools to earn 
yield + PRZ

PRZ Holders - PRZ tokens accumulate risk-free & 
governance rights



Micro
Growth
flywheel

Prize Liquidity
Provided by Risk takers seeking 

uncorrelated yield

Larger Prize Pools 
Increased volume drives further 

competition by the risk takers and 
creates larger prize pools 

Application Developers
Large prize liquidity pools attract 

developers to build applications on 
top of DAO at low cost

Increased Premium Volume 
Applications create increased risk 
placers which create more stable 

yield for risk takers

Flywheel



Why now?

Blockchain technology & smart contracts are the tools to build decentralized 
solutions. 

Prize draws and lotteries are regulated with high barriers to entry due to the 
Jackpot Paradox.

Creating the global infrastructure for lotteries, prize draws, games, and promotional incentives will allow individuals, 
companies, non-profit organizations and governments to incentivise positive behaviors. 

Trust is integral to a successful draw - result (fair and random), prize settlement, 
and proof of prize.

Blockchain technology creates global scalability and flexibility fuels the applications 
of prize draws driving market size.

Traditional insurance is expensive and hard to access from a technical perspective.



PrizeDAO is incubated by RISQ. Over the last 5 years, RISQ has built a gaming 
insurance platform that has transacted over $55m of prize risk premium, managing up 
to $150m of risk taking capacity from institutional investors. 

Why us?

RISQ was the first to get institutional investors comfortable to take risk on the outcome 
of their own Random Number Generator allowing them to result and insure Jackpot 
games across the global gaming space. The largest prize paid out to date on the RISQ 
RNG is £25 million (July 2018).

Learnings from this business, and an understanding that blockchain technology along 
with a decentralised structure will enable this business to scale, will provide a better 
solution for clients and risk takers. 

Following the development and extensive testing of the PrizeDAO protocol, existing 
RISQ client volumes and risk-taking capacity will be transferred to the protocol. 

http://risqtrading.com


Founding  team

Tom Mitchell Julian Morel

Join the PrizeDAO community prizedao.io

https://www.linkedin.com/in/trcmitchell/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/julian-m-58ba82/
http://prizedao.io
http://prizedao.io


Thank you
prizedao.io

http://prizedao.io
http://prizedao.io

